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The new fantasy action RPG that places utmost emphasis on and emphasizes a stylish medieval
fantasy adventure! Game Designers: A kind of RPG like no other, where you can freely form your
character in multiple ways. Also, TARNISHED! Features - A Vast World. A vast world that leaves the
player open-ended. Different scenarios are implemented for the different classes of gameplay. -
Stylish Graphics. A sharp and beautiful cutscene with high quality artwork. - A TUNER. Changes
based on the items you use. - An RPG-like class system. You can freely develop your character based
on your style of play, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. - Over 100 weapons. A huge number of weapons are supported with different
detailed abilities and color variations. - Over 250 pieces of equipment. A huge number of equipment
are supported with different detailed abilities and color variations. - Over 100 spells. A huge number
of spells are supported with different detailed abilities and color variations. - Over 2 types of in-game
pet that follow you around. Over 20 in-game pet types are supported with different detailed abilities
and color variations. - Over 100 items. A huge number of items are supported with different detailed
abilities and color variations. - A variety of monsters and enemies. The scenario expands with new
monsters and enemies that can appear and a variety of tactical moves. - Over 150 skills. Your
affinity is raised by gaining levels, you gain new skills and your HP and MP are increased. - A variety
of jobs. To acquire a variety of jobs, you can customize a job. - A wide variety of characters. You will
get to know various characters, supporting characters, and bosses. - A wide variety of difficulties.
You can freely enjoy a variety of stages for a variety of situations. - A variety of party members. A
variety of party members with different skills can be added. You can easily change the party
members. - A variety of quests. A variety of quests are supported with a variety of detailed tasks. -
Over 40 hours of gameplay. You can freely enjoy a variety of stages in addition to dungeon quests. -
An in-depth storyline that intersects the minds of the characters. - Freely designed own house.
Customize your own house.

Elden Ring Features Key:
Knightly Tradition: Defend your people using the skill and strength of your party members.
Player Allies: Manage your party’s members in order to produce more allies as you progress in the
story. Furthermore, an “Elden Gathering” element will be added; Use this feature to recruit allies
from other players.
Multiple paths: Complete quests using your own path or cooperate with allies.
Challenging Narrative: A vast story that evolves naturally thanks to your experiences.

KEY FEATURES

The Level-Up system. Upgrade your character via experience points that can be earned in various ways,
including “Elden Gathering”.

Communi-action elements in the battle-field. From “Battle Skill Upgrade” to “Mark Your Victory,” experience
points earned will be used to upgrade the result-probability of the action of skills.

A flexible Battle Skill system. Increase your Skill bonus to raise your stats and acquire new Attack Skills and
Defensive Skills.

Numerous single-player “Hard Mode” quests.You can enjoy them as you wish or participate in quest even
when you do not have a party. They include 13 difficulty levels and elaborate special quests, up to Level 20.

Various skills-based scenarios. Acquire new skills, raise your character’s level, and gain new effects, thus
raising your combat efficiency and flourish your equipment.
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PLAYER COMPATIBILITY

*In order for this game to properly function, an additional application is needed, and is included on the DVD-
ROM for install. This is available for purchase separately. You can also gain access to the free trial version
through the download version of the game.

*Removable Tattoos cannot be created at the time of the free trial version of this game. You can purchase
the tattoo creation application separately to create them.

PREVIEW VIDEOS

You can watch the demo video of the game at Vimeo
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